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Abstract

Gesture in multimodal researches has been studied widely recently, and how gesture interacts with speech in communication is the focus in most researches. Some hypotheses or models about production and interaction between gesture and speech are introduced and compared in this paper. We find that it is generally agreed that speech production mechanism can be explained based on Levelt’s Model; while there is no consistency about gesture production and the interaction between gesture and speech. Most of theories argue that gesture stems from the visual-spatial images in working memory; some models approve of the interactive relationship while others consider no interaction between gesture and speech. Further research will be made in the areas of theoretical and applicative aspects.
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1. Introduction

Messages can be expressed verbally or nonverbally. The most linguistic papers are about speech research generally. In recent years, there has been more and more papers about multi-modal messages, and which become the interest in some international conferences, as the GESPIN (gesture and speech in interaction) in France in 2015, GW (gesture workshop series) in UK in 2015, etc. The reasons for the increasing studies about gesture are because language or word information itself cannot deliver the entire information in communication. Gesture sometimes can represent certain information better than other ways, for example, hand gestures perform better than speech in terms of shapes. When speakers describe a grass, they can use hands to describe its shape and size and explain it is “like this big and like this in shape”, avoiding the concrete spatial and dimensional words description. Speakers need use gesture to coordinate with speech in communication in most scenarios, for example, when hands are busy with some affairs, speech can express instead; while in some noisy situations, hand gestures can replace speech to deliver messages. One modal can help to eliminate the ambiguity of another modal or to emphasize a certain message. In this case, they have complementary functions in communication; while in other cases, they express the same meanings, and that means one modal is redundant. The interaction among modals is complex, the full explanation about communication need explicit illustration of these modals and their relationships. So the interaction between gesture and speech becomes the focus in this field.

Gestures are defined as kind of visible physical actions in communication (Kendon, 2004). Gesture is considered as an inseparable part in language system (McNeill, 2005), or as a multi-modal phenomenon (Cienki & Muller, 2008). Once identified, gestures can be classified along a number of dimensions, and these taxonomies are important in understanding the relationship between gesture and speech (Natasha Abner et al., 2015). McNeill (1992) uses the Kendon’s continuum to differentiate them. With the degree of conventionalization, people accept sign language more because sign language has independent semantic contents, which consist of the communicative messages between or with deaf people. Sign language can develop without affiliating with speech. While some symbolized gestures (such as “thumb-up”) are considered to have special language meanings (i.e., this gesture in most American and European cultures means approval of something, while it is a rude and offensive gesture in Islamic countries). Other gestures do not have standardized modes, and these gestures need coordinate with speech to complete communication. As for this kind of gestures, McNeill (2005) further suggests a complex of several continua to show their features (P Wagner et al., 2014):

(a) Continuum 1: relationship to speech (obligatory presence or obligatory absence of speech)
Kita & Ozyürek (2003) postulate interaction. Gestures have impacts on the production of speech (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008), inducing the cross-modal communication (i.e., for what they want to say next). While the second view approves of their complementary relationships in shown in Figure 1. When the message is conceptualized into communicative purposes in Conceptualizer, it will be sent into Gesture Planner to be converted into concrete actions, that are gestures. In other words, gesture select the characteristics of visual-spatial images from working memory, and then the characteristics information will be produced in Action Generator. Unlike the former 2 hypotheses, this hypothesis assumes that speech has an

The gestures studied in this paper are the ones which are produced during the course of spoken language production, that is co-speech gesture which are placed on the left in brackets, which have the features of obligatory presence, no linguistic properties, not conventionalized and having global meanings.

As for the production and interaction of gesture and speech, The influential hypotheses or models at present are Information Packaging Hypothesis, Cross-modal Complementary Hypothesis, Sketch Model, Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis, GLD (Gesture of learning and Development) Model, GSA (Gestures as Simulated Action) Model, Interface Model and Growth Point Theory. Nobe (2000) assumes that a comprehensive model of production and interaction of gesture and speech should explain the majority of gestures. However, there is no universal theoretical model which can meet the needs to date, while the current hypotheses can still provide effective explanations for our research to some extent. Many researchers make a series of studies about the production and interaction of gesture and speech, such as Autumn Hostetter et al. (2008) or Wagner (2014), etc. They have made good overviews on the interaction models between speech and gesture, but Autumn Hostetter introduced more ideas of gestures as simulated action by comparing with other models and Wagner provides an overview covering wide range of topics about gesture and speech, and the interaction occupies a small part of this paper. This paper tries to place the current theories and hypotheses (models) in the equal positions, clarify their main contents and analyze the differences among them. In addition, we provide some references for further research in this field.

2. The Studies of Gesture and Speech Interaction

Generally, there are mainly 2 views: one is ballistic view, and the other is interactive (Chu, M. & Hagoort, P. 2014). The first view regards that gesture and speech are the different parts in one comprehensive system (i.e., GSA Model GLD, GLD Theory, GPT Theory), they interact each other only in planning phases (i.e. preparation for what they want to say next). While the second view approves of their complementary relationships in communication (i.e., Interface Model, LGP Model), and proposes that speech and gesture interact not only in planning phases but also during their execution phases (De Ruiter, 2000; Melinger & Levelt, 2004; Nobe, 2000).

Sketch Model (de Ruiter, 2000) focuses on how gesture is produced in communication and thinking process, as shown in Figure 1. When the message is conceptualized into communicative purposes in Conceptualizer, it will select the characteristics of visual-spatial images from working memory, and then the characteristics information will be sent into Gesture Planner to be converted into concrete actions, that are gestures. In other words, gesture is produced in visual-spatial images and generated in Gesture Planner; there is no need of the input of linguistic elements, simply and fast. The production of speech mechanisms is similar to Levelt’s Model. The production of gesture and speech take place in 2 different systems, only over lapping each other in conceptualization processes. Krauss (1999) postulates the Lexical retrieval Hypothesis, and constructs the Lexical Gesture Production model in 2000, as shown in Figure 2. This Hypothesis studies how gestures stimulate the production of speech. It assumes that gesture is produced in working memory, and has nothing to do with communication. Gestures are generated based on some basic spatial characteristics, no connection with visual-spatial images nor with speech production. Butterworth & Hadar (1989) regard that iconic gestures are produced based on the semantic features of vocabulary. These relevant features are selected from working memory and sent into Motor Planner, in other words, gestures stem from the basic images features. Speech and gesture are produced in different sections in memory (visual-spatial and propositional). Their semantic features are activated and dealt with in their own respective systems, and the interaction only takes place in the latter stage---- lexical retrieval process, in which gestures have impacts on the production of speech (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008), inducing the cross-modal interaction.

Kita & Ozyürek (2003) postulate Interface Hypothesis and divide the Conceptualizer into 2 parts: Communication Planner and Message Generator. Communication Planner is used to generate communicative proposes, having the similar functions of Conceptualizer (such as ascertaining communicative information, arranging the sequences of contents in messages and selecting modals, etc.). The Message Generator conceptualizes speech regarding the conversational contents and propositional representations, and the Formulator focuses on the selection of vocabulary and pronunciation. This model of speech production is similar to Levelt's model as well. Interface Hypothesis also considers gestures stem form visual-spatial images in working memory. When the communication purposes are identified in Communication Planner, the gesture will be produced in Action Generator. Unlike the former 2 hypotheses, this hypothesis assumes that speech has an
effect on the production of gesture. Action Generator interacts with Message Generator bi-directionally and Formulator also interacts with Message Generator bi-directionally. Under these relationships, the production of gesture is both influenced by visual-spatial images in working memory and constrained by linguistic elements. The planning of gesture has also an impact on the planning of speech, likely, Information Packaging Hypothesis assumes that gestures stimulate the production of speech through some organizational spatial information.

Overall Production Architecture (OPA) Model (Kopp et al., 2013; Bergmann et al., 2013) is established based on the conceptualization of multimodal information formation in working memory. It studies the semantic coordination cognition of gesture and speech, as shown in Figure 4. Other hypotheses give no further explanations in this field. The coordination formation takes place in working memory: the communicative propose induces multimodal activations and the dynamic activations transmit among visual-spatial representations, symbol-propositional representations and super-modal concepts. For example, “Round” this concept is connected with the visual-spatial features and the features are transmitted to the corresponding
linguistic propositional denotation. When the multimodal information is activated, visual-spatial representations and propositional representations will be activated as well, then the activated images messages and symbol-propositional representations will select their corresponding modal messages independently in Message Generator and Image Generator respectively, finally the modal messages will be transmitted into Formulators, and then form speech and gesture.

*Gestures as Simulated Action model, GSA* (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008) postulates gestures stem from the spatial representations and mental images. Based on an embodied cognitive view, gesture is explained how to be produced from mental images, embodied simulation and speech. Embodied cognition believes that most cognition is related to physical bodies, and speakers will rely on their physical perceptions when they think and express, in other words, they will use gestures. The meanings of the linguistic objects (such as vocabulary, phrases and sentences) are all from physical perceptions not the abstract formalized symbols (Barsalou, 1999).

The speech information is dealt with through denoting the concrete things in real world by lexical concepts and the physical information then simulate actions features. Mental images are also decided by the embodiment of perceptions and action simulation, in other words, images are expressed in physical perceptions and actions, reserving their spatial and physical characteristics. Action images are simulations of physical actions and visual images are simulations of visual perception. When language conceptions are activated, essentially, the perception and movement information are activated. The physical perception and movement information will be expressed in action images and visual images, finally, the information will be expressed in external formations-gestures. So gestures are the natural by-products of cognitive process of language expressions, it is hard to separate them. This point is similar to *Growth Point theory*. GSA model assumes that action planning activation always takes place in working memory, but whether it can produce gesture or not is also influenced by the speakers’ gesture threshold and the aggregation of action activations, etc. Gesture threshold is decided by other elements, such as the extent of speakers’ willingness to communicate, whether they believe gestures contribute to communication, and so on. If speakers approve that gestures do improve communication, the gesture threshold will be set in a low level, and more gestures will be produced, as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 4. Simplified diagram for OPA Model](image)

![Figure 5. Simplified diagram for GSA Model](image)
Unlike other models, Growth Point theory (GPT, McNeill, 2005) makes research in how gestures are produced in speech and thinking process. This theory assumes that a growth point is the basic unit in dialectical relationship between images and speech. It is also the starting unit of utterance theoretically. The organizational dynamic process will occur in it, so gestures are produced in growth points. Growth points connect images with linguistic contents; these connections will induce cognitive events. Note that the images here are different from the images in other models, is “linguistic domain….. is not the simple visual-spatial images” (McNeill, 2005). Gestures highlight the vital features of speakers’ information by expressing new ideas or growth points, thus the whole conversation will be put forward. This theory believes that gesture and speech are the 2 parts in one system and they are not independent but indispensable when expressing a growth point.

Gesture of Learning and Development Theory by Goldin-Meadow (2003) stresses the mismatching between gesture and speech. This mismatching indicates that gesture production is not influenced by linguistic elements but independent. Butcher & Goldin-Meadow (2000) illustrate that gesture and speech are two independent systems initially, and integrate gradually into one system in growing development of children. When gesture and speech mismatch (that is, the two messages do not match), the communicative proposes will be better delivered by using gesture and speech simultaneously. Gesture can alleviate the cognitive loads and contribute to the production of speech. Gesture is beneficial not only to speech production, but also to the entire cognitive system (Goldin-Meadow, 2003).

Alibali (2000) proves in his the Information Packaging Hypothesis (IPH) that gesture production is related to the conceptual planning of speech by descriptive and explanatory experiments. Gesture and speech interact in the initial stage where the information is packaged, organized and allocated into different modals, thus the spatial-movement information to be expressed is packaged into chunks delivered by speech. The more the mission of conceptualizing speech, or the stronger visual-spatial techniques or the weaker language techniques the speakers have (Hostetter & Alibali, 2007), or the more information are introduced in their conversations (Bergmann & Kopp, 2006), the more gestures are produced.

3. Discussion

As for the mechanism of speech production, the Sketch Model, LGP model and Interface Model are all established based on Levelt’s model, so they hold the similar ideas in terms of speech production, but they have different interpretations of gesture production and the interaction between gesture and speech. As shown in Table 1, these 3 models agree that gestures stem from the visual-spatial images in working memory, but they disagree with each other in terms of whether there are connections between gesture and speech production. These 3 models believe that speech production and gesture production belong to 2 different systems; they only interact in conceptualizing process in working memory. Specifically, Sketch Model assumes that gesture production has no connection with speech production; LGP model argues that in the latter production process, gesture will stimulate lexical search and generate speech; while the Interface Model considers they interact not only in conceptualizing process, but also in process of production.

Table 1. Comparative analyses among several models about gesture and speech production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research focus</th>
<th>Sketch Model</th>
<th>LGP Model</th>
<th>Interface Model</th>
<th>OPA Model</th>
<th>GSA Model</th>
<th>GLD Theory</th>
<th>GPT Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research focus</td>
<td>speech and gesture production &amp; interaction</td>
<td>speech and gesture production &amp; interaction</td>
<td>speech and gesture production &amp; interaction</td>
<td>semantic coordination cognition between gesture and speech in working memory</td>
<td>Gesture production with embodiment cognition</td>
<td>The impact of gestures on speech</td>
<td>Production of gesture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of gesture</td>
<td>Visual-spatial images</td>
<td>Visual-spatial images</td>
<td>Visual-spatial images</td>
<td>No mention</td>
<td>Visual-spatial images</td>
<td>No mention</td>
<td>Visual-spatial images in linguistic domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of speech</td>
<td>Based on Levelt’s model</td>
<td>Based on Levelt’s model</td>
<td>Based on Levelt’s model</td>
<td>No mention</td>
<td>From embodied perception (physical experience)</td>
<td>No mention</td>
<td>No mention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In comparison, GSA Model studies the interaction between speech and gesture from the perspective of embodiment cognition. Unlike other models emphasizing the communicative functions of gesture, GSA Model focuses on the production of gesture. It analyzes gesture in cognitive system with a more dynamic view (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). GSA Model does not clarify the bi-directional function between gesture and speech, but it indicates that there is a kind of bi-directional relationship between them theoretically. This model believes that gesture and speech are in one system, and the actions or movements in gesture both contribute to the identification of images characteristics speakers want to express (this point is similar to Information Packaging Hypothesis) and contribute to the selections of lexicons for those images characteristics (this point is similar to Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis).

The other 3 models: OPA Model, GLD Model and GPT Model stress one aspect of interaction between speech and gesture respectively. OPA Model does not explain clearly the production of gesture and speech, and its emphasis is the activation of speech and gesture and their coordination relationship in multimodal conceptualizing process in working memory. Other models do not make further explanation on this issue. OPA model believes that when modal conception is activated, these conceptions will activate their corresponding visual-spatial characteristics, which will induce the corresponding language information activation. These activations transmit among these three continuously, which stimulate the formation of image information and symbol propositional denotation, then the production of gesture and speech. This model is exemplified as activation transmission, and it explains successfully some findings about speech and gesture information packaging and information allocation under the cognitive and linguistic constraint (Wagner, 2014). Different from OPA Model, GLD model studies more about the impact of gesture on speech, and it argues that these two grow into one system during the growing development of children. It believes that gesture helps the production of speech. While GPT Model makes more research in production of gesture, postulating that gesture stems from visual-spatial images which is not the simple images but the images in the linguistic domain. GPT Model approves that effects on gesture production from speech and the whole conversation is put forward by gesture with the growth points. GLD Model and GPT Model prove strongly the importance of gesture in communication, and they point out that the gesture used conventionally in conversations can improve the effectiveness of communication.

4. Implication

The above models focus on the production and interaction of gestures and speech, it is imperative to note that mechanisms of gesture and speech production are still not well understood, especially the linguistic reasons for the production of gesture and speech as well as how they interact (Wagner, 2014). The intimate relationship between speech and gesture covers mainly 2 dimensions: timing and meaning. As for timing, the precise temporal coordination stills cannot reach the general agreement. It is accepted that the onset of a gesture phrase precedes the onset of speech, while this idea need further support. There is no agreement as to the time when gesture and speech come out; the temporal relation of these two is the key to judge whether these two belong to the same system and to understand how they interact. Another area that remains to be studied is whether speakers have firm intuitions about the production of gestures and the interactive action between gesture and speech. What’s more, the issue that gesture derives from images or it images characteristics when speakers begin to speak needs further study.

As for meaning, most models support that gesture and gesture share underlying conceptual message and will express the same message, and is redundant with one another (de Ruiter et al., 2012); while others consider the supplementary or compensatory messages they deliver. It is insufficient of the lexical interaction between the gesture and speech in communication. For instance, the communicative functions of gestures are only explicitly illustrated in limited theories, and other theoretical models fail in this aspect. In terms of lexical retrieval process,
the function of gestures for lexical retrievals, for instance, the more gesture will occur during pauses or inability to gesture can inhibit the fluency of output of speech, this issue needs further study.

Except the speech gesture relationship, the cognitive and communicative functions of gestures are still unknown well. Ferre (2014) suggests that pragmatic factors be added to broaden the production model of gestures. Other aspects in this field need further proving and exploring, such as the communicative strategy of gesture use and its pragmatic functions in different cultures, the relations between gestures and rhymes and the recognition and transmission of the multimodal information of gestures in the human-computer interaction etc. Deep study of these aspects will contribute to the improvement in a universal theory of production and interaction between gesture and speech.
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